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Introduction

Motivated behaviors, including extreme and infrequent ones, are influenced by 
both subjective cognitive decisions and more basic motivational processes, such as 
incentive salience, that can occur either consciously or unconsciously (Anselme & 
Robinson, 2016; Kahneman, Wakker, & Sarin, 1997; Kruglanski, Chernikova, 
Rosenzweig,  & Kopetz, 2014; Kruglanski, Fernandez, Factor,  & Szumowska, 
2019; Higgins, 2012; Komissarouk, Chernikova, Kruglanski, & Higgins, 2018; 
Winkielman  & Gogolushko, 2018; Berridge, 2018; Wilson et  al., 2014). We 
describe a form of extreme behavior motivated by incentive salience that we 
call ‘irrational miswanting’, which occurs when the decision utility of an act is 
extremely high, while predicted, experienced, and remembered utilities of its 
outcome are all low or even negative. Throughout this chapter, we use the term 
‘irrational miswanting’ as shorthand for this category of extreme behavior which 
can be demonstrated in rodent neuroscience experiments and may also underlie 
some human extreme behaviors.

For example, why would a rat choose to compulsively seek out and self-
administer electric shocks that it has previously experienced repeatedly? Why do 
some individuals addicted to crack cocaine ‘chase ghosts’ or compulsively search 
for white specks on the ground to smoke, even if they know that the only specks 
available are merely small pebbles, or grains of sugar or salt? And why would 
addicts continue to pursue drugs if they were no longer in withdrawal, knew that 
their lives would be ruined by any further taking of drugs, and no longer even 
liked the drugs anymore? We propose that these extreme behaviors arise due to 
brain mechanisms amplifying incentive salience motivation processes, thus lead-
ing to these imbalances in reward utility subtypes. In this chapter, we will describe 
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the reward utility types that become detached during ‘irrational miswanting’ and 
explain how that may happen psychologically through enhancements in incentive 
salience, mediated neurobiologically by mesolimbic brain systems. We describe 
examples of ‘irrational miswanting’ and suggest a theoretical framework for how 
it might conceivably extend even to extreme human aggression.

Reward Utilities and ‘Wanting’

A useful way of thinking about motivation for rewards is offered by the different 
subtypes of reward utility proposed by Kahneman et al. (1997), namely, predicted 
utility, experienced utility, decision utility, and remembered utility. Predicted utility 
refers to the cognitive or associative expectation of value that a future outcome will 
have (i.e., how much it is predicted to be liked or disliked). Experienced utility 
is the affective experience of how much the outcome is actually liked when it is 
obtained (i.e., the pleasure experienced). Remembered utility is reconstructed 
memory of a previously experienced outcome’s value (i.e., memory of how much 
it was liked in the past). Decision utility refers to the final decision or motivation 
to choose or pursue the outcome, visibly manifested in behavior (Kahneman 
et al., 1997).

In most cases, decision utility, predicted utility, remembered utility, and expe-
rienced utility all cohere together. For example, an individual may be motivated 
to pursue a chocolate dessert (high decision utility), informed by memories of 
previous positive experience (high remembered utility), which guides prediction 
that the dessert will be enjoyed in the future (high predicted utility), which is ulti-
mately confirmed when they consume the treat that is then indeed enjoyed (high 
experienced utility). In typical cases where people pursue goals, they choose so 
that all these different types of reward utility are maximized, and so make rational 
choices.

However, exceptions occur when ‘miswanting’ an outcome (high decision 
utility) that turns out not to be liked (low experienced utility) (Gilbert & Wilson, 
2000; Fredrickson & Kahneman, 1993). Most cases of ‘miswanting’ turns out to 
be based simply on wrong expectations (incorrect high predicted utility), due to 
either wrong memories about what was liked in the past or wrong theories about 
liking for future outcomes that were never before experienced (Gilbert & Wilson, 
2000; Fredrickson & Kahneman, 1993). As an example of false remembered utility 
that drives wrong expectations, people can be induced to choose the most painful 
of two aversive options, based on their false memory that it gave less pain than 
the other (because it ended with a decrement that distorted their memory of how 
much pain had been endured); consequently, they pick the ‘wrong’ more pain-
ful option when offered the choice again (Kahneman, Fredrickson, Schreiber, & 
Redelmeier, 1993). Other times, wrong predictions are based on false theories or 
overthinking (Gilbert & Wilson, 2000; Wilson & Schooler, 1991). For example, 
a wrong theory might include believing that winning the lottery will make a 
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person enduringly happy, then coming to find out that the experience of winning 
the lottery is followed by other unanticipated obstacles that make life more dif-
ficult (Gilbert & Wilson, 2000). In an example of overthinking, college students 
asked to pick the best of several brands of strawberry jam did best at matching 
experts’ picks when they chose based on immediate ‘gut reaction’, but worse 
when they introspectively analyzed and explained in detail why they felt the way 
they did (Wilson & Schooler, 1991). In these cases of ‘miswanting’ based on false 
expectations, predicted utility, remembered utility, and decision utility all still 
cohere together and all are high. Only experienced utility stands apart as disap-
pointingly low in these standard cases of ‘miswanting’.

However, we suggest there are other situations where a more truly ‘irrational 
decision’ may exist, in which experienced utility coheres with remembered and 
predicted utilities, but decision utility detaches and stands alone. For example, 
this could mean wanting and pursuing a bad outcome, which is remembered 
to be bad, expected to be bad, and actually is bad when experienced—but is 
nonetheless positively wanted as an incentive. Irrational incentive motivation in 
‘wanting’ a bad outcome on its own is different from rationally choosing a bad 
outcome simply to avoid a worse outcome, such as preferring an uncomfortable 
visit to the dentist today over the worse pain of a toothache tomorrow. It is also 
different from suppressing recognition of an outcome’s bad consequences to jus-
tify its choice, such as succumbing to the temptation of eating high-calorie cake 
by momentarily suppressing recognition that it will lead to unwanted weight 
gain. In what we will call an ‘irrational’ case of ‘miswanting’ a bad outcome 
becomes ‘wanted’ on its own, not to avoid a worse alternative, yet its bad con-
sequences are known from past experiences and are accurately predicted for 
future. In such ‘irrational miswanting’, remembered utility and predicted utility 
align with experienced utility and are low, so that predictions and memories 
are accurate for a disliked outcome. Yet decision utility remains high, and so 
becomes the outlier that is detached from all other types of utility. In these cases, 
one may ‘want’ (high decision utility) an outcome that is accurately remembered 
to be disliked (low remembered utility), accurately predicted to be disliked in 
future (low predicted utility), and which is actually disliked when obtained (low 
experienced utility).

What could cause decision utility to detach and soar above remembered, pre-
dicted, and experienced utilities for an outcome? A key to this dissociation in 
some cases, we propose, is mesolimbic incentive salience, a basic psychological 
process of motivation that can powerfully and specifically influence decision util-
ity. We refer to incentive salience as ‘wanting’ in quotation marks to distinguish 
this mesolimbically mediated motivational process, which can give urgency to 
conscious desires but also can sometimes occur unconsciously, from the unmodi-
fied term wanting which always means a conscious, cognitive desire mediated by 
more cortically weighted brain systems (Berridge & Aldrige, 2008; Anselme & 
Robinson, 2016; Berridge, 2018; Winkielman & Gogolushko, 2018).
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Attribution of Incentive Salience

For most goals, a high level of ‘wanting’ usually tracks a high predicted utility 
for a cognitively wanted goal, and both contribute to decision utility. That is, 
usually one both wants and ‘wants’ what is expected to be ‘liked’. However, in 
some special cases to be described here, high ‘wanting’ that leads to high decision 
utility can be directed toward an outcome that is not predicted to be ‘liked’ nor 
‘liked’ when actually received. In such cases, one may irrationally come to ‘want’ 
an outcome that is accurately expected to be not ‘liked’, and cognitively might 
not be wanted. It is even possible to ‘want what hurts you’: a bad outcome that 
is remembered to be painful, predicted to be painful, and experienced as painful 
can still become positively ‘wanted’ with high decision utility in certain circum-
stances, as will be shown here.

Similar to ‘wanting’, we use ‘liking’ in quotations to describe the basic hedonic 
impact that is derived from consuming a pleasant reward. ‘Liking’ typically corre-
sponds to conscious pleasure, as an input to brain circuitry underlying subjective 
hedonic experience, but can also in some circumstances occur as a basic hedonic 
reaction that is not necessarily consciously experienced (Winkielman & Gogo-
lushko, 2018; Berridge, 2018; Berridge & Winkielman, 2003; Anselme & Rob-
inson, 2016). ‘Liking’ is enhanced by a set of brain anatomical hedonic hotspots 
operating together as an integrated hedonic circuit. Hedonic hotspots are small, 
specialized subregions in orbitofrontal cortex, insular cortex, nucleus accumbens, 
and ventral pallidum with unique capacity to amplify hedonic impact in response 
to neurochemical opioid, endocannabinoid, and orexin signals. Brain mecha-
nisms of ‘liking’ are separable from those of ‘wanting’, which is mediated by 
a larger mesocorticolimbic circuitry that additionally includes the mesolimbic 
dopamine system (Castro & Berridge, 2017; Berridge & Kringelbach, 2015).

Incentive salience operates by a signature set of psychological rules, involv-
ing Pavlovian learning that enables reward cues to trigger motivations, dynamic 
brain modulations that can amplify the motivational power of particular cues, and 
major individual differences in susceptibility to attribute extreme levels of incen-
tive salience to particular cues (Bindra, 1978; Toates, 1986; Colaizzi et al., 2020; 
Berridge, 2018). Incentive salience is typically triggered by reward-associated 
Pavlovian cues (i.e., cues that were previously paired with actual rewards as ‘wants’ 
to consume the relevant reward) (Bindra, 1978; Toates, 1986). In addition, reward 
cues become attractive in their own right, so that a cue elicits approach, which 
is sometimes called sign-tracking (Flagel, Watson, Robinson, & Akil, 2007), and 
may even elicit attempts to ‘consume’ the cue similarly to its associated reward.

When the cue is encountered again, surges in mesolimbic dopamine trans-
mission are an important step in imbuing the cue itself with incentive salience 
and momentarily enable the cue to take on some motivational properties of its 
associated ‘wanted’ reward (Robinson & Berridge, 2013; Berridge, 2012). At a 
given moment, the intensity of incentive salience triggered by a particular cue 
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can be powerfully amplified by relevant physiological appetites, stress or emo-
tional excitement states, by drug intoxication, or by direct brain manipulations 
of ‘wanting’ circuitry—including heightening mesolimbic dopamine reactivity to 
reward cues (Robinson & Berridge, 2013; Berridge, 2012). Thus, encountering 
the same reward cue can trigger varying degrees of incentive salience in different 
situations, in some cases leading to surprisingly high levels of ‘wanting’—a phe-
nomenon that can contribute to relapse in addiction.

The mesolimbic dopamine system is an important contributor to dynamic 
amplification of incentive salience. Increases in dopamine can interact with 
reward cues to produce irrational elevations in decision utility. For example, in 
early studies of cue-triggered ‘wanting’ in our laboratory, rats were first trained to 
work for sucrose pellets by pressing a lever (Wyvell & Berridge, 2000). In separate 
training sessions, the same rats learned that Pavlovian auditory cues predicted 
free sucrose rewards, without having to work for them (i.e., Pavlovian pairings 
of conditioned stimulus [CS, auditory cue] that predicted reward unconditioned 
stimulus [sucrose]). Instrumental lever pressing behavior was then tested in what 
is called a Pavlovian to instrumental transfer (PIT) test, during an extinction ses-
sion wherein pressing the lever no longer led to sucrose reward. Although they 
decrease their responding on the lever the rats learned that engaging with the 
lever no longer led to reward (lowered experienced utility); therefore, in future 
encounters with the lever, the rats should gradually come to expect that engaging 
with the lever will not produce a rewarding outcome (lowered predicted util-
ity). Although gradually decreasing their levels of motivated pressing for sucrose 
that no longer came during the PIT extinction session (lowered predicted util-
ity), presentations of the Pavlovian auditory cue elicited sudden spurts of higher 
‘wanting’ and lever presses that were several times higher than their current extin-
guished level of responding, each spurt lasting about a minute. Some rats were 
then given a painless brain microinjection of a tiny droplet of amphetamine into 
the shell region of the nucleus accumbens, which increased levels of dopamine 
release for the next half hour (Daberkow et  al., 2013), or else microinjection 
of drug-free saline as a control comparison. Rats with amphetamine-induced 
elevated dopamine dramatically amplified each minute-long cue-triggered peak 
of ‘wanting’ manifest in lever pressing whenever the tone cue was presented but 
did not raise their plateaus of lesser effort in between reward cues. That is, the 
amphetamine in nucleus accumbens selectively amplified cue-triggered ‘wanting’ 
as short spurts of higher decision utility right after Pavlovian CS presentations, 
without creating any stable expectation or predicted utility of higher reward, 
that would last after the temporary incentive salience spurt faded. It is important 
to note that the Pavlovian CS cue had never been presented before while rats 
ever pressed instrumentally to earn sucrose, so the rats had no reason to expect 
that the Pavlovian cue would make their lever pressing more successful—and it 
didn’t. That consideration also supports the conclusion that the Pavlovian cue 
did not raise the predicted utility of the act of pressing during the PIT test. Also, 
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the amphetamine failed to enhance the rats’ ‘liking’ reactions to the sweetness of 
sucrose when they received it in a separate test of affective taste reactions, indicat-
ing that dopamine did not increase the experienced utility of its hedonic impact. 
These findings suggested that elevated levels of dopamine release in the nucleus 
accumbens shell enhanced cue-triggered ‘wanting’ but not ‘liking’, selectively 
magnifying cue-triggered spurts of decision utility as incentive salience that could 
detach from both experienced utility and predicted utility of the same reward. 
Further studies from our laboratory using this and related tasks have since dem-
onstrated robust mesolimbic amplification of ‘wanting’ using various forms of 
dopamine stimulations, as well as brain stimulations of opioid and corticotropin-
releasing factor (CRF) neurochemical and neural components of the nucleus 
accumbens and amygdala (Baumgartner, Cole, Olney, & Berridge, 2020; Cas-
tro & Berridge, 2014; Cole, Robinson, & Berridge, 2018; DiFeliceantonio & 
Berridge, 2012; Mahler & Berridge, 2012; Peciña & Berridge, 2013; Smith & 
Berridge, 2007).

More long-lasting amplifications of incentive salience may occur in particularly 
vulnerable individuals through the phenomenon of incentive sensitization, which 
can be produced by drugs of abuse to cause drug addiction (Robinson & Ber-
ridge, 1993; Berridge & Robinson, 2016). Psychological incentive sensitization 
is due to neural dopamine sensitization, which refers to near-permanent hyper-
reactivity to drug cues in mesolimbic dopamine systems, induced in vulnerable 
individuals by binge-like exposures to addictive drugs (individual vulnerability 
is determined largely by genetic factors as well as by a few experiential factors) 
(Horger, Shelton, & Schenk, 1990; Kalivas & Stewart, 1991; Mendrek, Blaha, & 
Phillips, 1998; Robinson et al., 2015; Robinson, Fischer, Ahuja, Lesser, & Mani-
ates, 2016; Vezina, Lorrain, Arnold, Austin, & Suto, 2002).

For example, repeated exposures to addictive drugs are known to induce a 
state of enduring sensitization in some individuals that can last years and are 
characterized by increased responsiveness of dopamine neural circuitry, such that 
subsequent drug may persistently trigger even higher levels of dopamine release, 
and postsynaptic neurons become more responsive to dopamine and corticolim-
bic glutamate release that also carries signals about reward cues to neurons that 
receive dopamine (Boileau et al., 2007; Cox et al., 2009; Paulson & Robinson, 
1995; Robinson & Kolb, 2004; Steketee & Kalivas, 2011; Singer et  al., 2009; 
Wolf, 2016). Therefore, in the case of drug addiction, neural sensitization of 
dopamine-related brain systems in these susceptible individuals is posited to 
cause addiction and relapse by causing the drug and its associated cues to take 
on exaggerated incentive salience (Robinson & Berridge, 1993). As such, when 
a recovering drug addict encounters a drug-associated cue, they may experience 
high levels of ‘wanting’ impulses that compel them to seek out the drug. Sensi-
tized cue-triggered ‘wanting’ can cause relapse (decision utility) in addicts who 
have long been drug-abstinent, even despite their cognitive desire to avoid the 
drug due to knowledge of the negative consequences that accompany drug use 
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(predicted utility). Incentive sensitization involving similar changes in brain dopa-
mine systems may also possibly occur spontaneously, even without drugs, in some 
very vulnerable individuals to produce behavioral food addiction, sex addiction, 
gambling addiction, and so on (Olney, Warlow, Naffziger,  & Berridge, 2018; 
Devoto et  al., 2018; Stice & Yokum, 2016; Davis & Carter, 2009; Gearhardt 
et al., 2011; Hartston, 2012; Imperato, Angelucci, Casolini, Zocchi, & Puglisi-
Allegra, 1992; Linnet et al., 2012; O’Sullivan et al., 2011; Pfaus et al., 1990; Ray 
et al., 2012; Voon et al., 2014; Zeeb, Li, Fisher, Zack, & Fletcher, 2017).

‘Irrational Miswanting’ and ‘Dangerous Desire’

Examples of ‘irrational miswanting’ due to incentive salience can explain cer-
tain extreme motivated behaviors that happen when decision utility is high, but 
predicted and experienced utility are low. For example, incentive salience may 
explain why someone may relapse back into drug taking repeatedly, even if they 
truly want to give up drugs, even when they are no longer suffering withdrawal, 
and perhaps even reporting that they don’t like the drugs anymore. While relapse 
in addiction can occur for a number of reasons, in incentive sensitization an exces-
sive ‘want’ is triggered by previously paired drug-related cues, and the amplitude 
of the incentive salience peak is heightened especially in moments of stress or 
emotion. That may be because stressors cause CRF, the brain’s master stress sig-
nal, to be released in several brain structures including the nucleus accumbens 
and amygdala. CRF microinjections in nucleus accumbens of rats can enhance 
cue-triggered incentive salience as effectively as dopamine-releasing ampheta-
mine microinjections, and CRF neural activation in amygdala can also increase 
incentive motivation to pursue rewards such as sucrose (Peciña, Schulkin, & Ber-
ridge, 2006; Lemos et al., 2012; Baumgartner, Schulkin, & Berridge, 2021). CRF 
in nucleus accumbens and related structures also amplifies the responsiveness of 
mesolimbic dopamine systems in moments of stress.

Similar sensitization of incentive salience in addicts, creating mesolimbic 
hyper-reactivity to drug cues, could therefore drive higher decision utility to seek 
out the drug once again (Robinson & Berridge, 1993). For sensitized individu-
als, drug-related cues become powerful motivational magnets able to cause intense 
‘wanting’ to take drugs, even in seemingly irrational ways that may be related 
to ‘irrational miswanting’. For example, heightened dopamine response to drug 
cues, making the cues become ‘wanted’ themselves, could explain why some 
crack cocaine addicts have reported to irrationally ‘chase ghosts’: that is, to com-
pulsively and intensely search for small white specks on the ground to smoke 
even when the individual cognitively knows the specks are merely small pebbles 
or sugar granules, and not cocaine (Rosse et  al., 1993; Rosse, Fay-McCarthy, 
Collins, Alim, & Deutsch, 1994). Furthermore, incentive sensitization may also 
explain why Parkinson’s patients who have been treated with medications that are 
dopamine direct agonists, which mimic dopamine at particular D2-type receptors 
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to give an abnormal ‘fake dopamine’ stimulation, sometimes develop behavioral 
addictions induced by the medications, such as compulsive gambling, compul-
sive sex, compulsive shopping, and so on (Warren, O’Gorman, Lehn, & Siskind, 
2017; Bostwick, Hecksel, Stevens, Bower, & Ahlskog, 2009; Vela et al., 2016; 
Voon et al., 2017). These compulsive Parkinson’s patients have been reported to 
have a sensitized dopamine system, in the sense that they actually release more 
dopamine in nucleus accumbens when given a pharmacological l-dopa dose than 
nonaddicted Parkinson’s patients given the same dose, due to their medication-
induced dopamine hyper-reactivity combined with their individual vulnerability 
(O’Sullivan et al., 2011). Individual differences in susceptibility to incentive sen-
sitization may explain why some Parkinson’s patients develop such medication-
induced behavioral addictions while other patients do not.

Recent animal neuroscience studies have explored related individual differ-
ences in incentive salience features, such as the tendency to assign high levels 
of incentive salience to reward cues in ways that make the cue itself become 
‘irrationally miswanted’, by examining the neural basis of individual differences 
between ‘sign-tracking’ tendencies versus ‘goal-tracking’ tendencies (Flagel et al., 
2007; Robinson & Flagel, 2009; Pitchers, Phillips, Jones, Robinson, & Sarter, 
2017; Phillips & Sarter, 2020; Roughley & Killcross, 2019). This is done using a 
Pavlovian autoshaping paradigm, where sudden protrusion of a lever through a 
wall into the chamber serves as a Pavlovian cue for a sucrose pellet reward. Some 
individual rats are ‘sign-trackers’: attracted by the Pavlovian lever cue, eagerly 
approaching, nibbling, and biting the reward cue lever, even though doing so 
earns nothing more, and sometimes even at the expense of eating the reward. 
Other rats are ‘goal-trackers’: drawn toward the goal dish that delivers the actual 
sucrose reward as soon as the lever cue appears, taking the cue as a predictor of 
sucrose but not as an incentive target of desire (Flagel et al., 2007; Robinson & 
Flagel, 2009). Sign-trackers attribute higher incentive salience to the reward cue, 
so that the lever becomes attractive and ‘wanted’ itself and postmortem analysis 
of sign-tracker brain tissue reveals increased expression of dopamine receptors in 
mesolimbic regions distinct from goal-trackers along with enhanced patterns of 
c-fos in mesocorticolimbic regions after cue presentations (Flagel et  al., 2007, 
2011). This sign-tracking phenomenon also underlies the long-known history 
of ‘misbehaving animals’, such as pigs initially eager to retrieve coins to deposit 
in a wooden bank for a food reward when trained to perform the task for televi-
sion commercials, soon beginning to ‘dilly-dally’, repetitively picking up and 
dropping coins as though rooting in the dirt, even though doing so substantially 
delayed their reward (Breland & Breland, 1961; Bolles, 1972). In such cases, the 
Pavlovian cue or CS, such as the pigs’ coin, took on incentive qualities of the 
reward itself and became so attractively tempting as a food-like Pavlovian incen-
tive that disrupted the ability of the animal to perform the instrumental task, 
preventing earning of actual rewards (Bindra, 1978; Toates, 1986). Related indi-
vidual propensities to sign-track reward cues also have been reported in human 
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children performing a Lego operant task, as well as in human adults playing a 
monetary laboratory task, and may share similar underlying neural activity in 
mesolimbic ‘wanting’ circuits (Joyner, Gearhardt, & Flagel, 2018; Garofalo & di 
Pellegrino, 2015; Schad et al., 2020).

Perhaps the strongest example of ‘irrational miswanting’, namely ‘wanting’ 
something that is correctly remembered and predicted to be painful, was recently 
demonstrated in our laboratory using optogenetic brain stimulation techniques 
in rats to make them seek out and touch an object that delivers electric shocks 
(Warlow, Naffziger, & Berridge, 2020). People will sometimes voluntarily give 
themselves an unpleasant electric shock or two when left alone with nothing 
else to do, apparently out of boredom, even if they’ve previously said they would 
rather avoid the shock (Wilson et al., 2014). But it seems very different to sug-
gest that one could be powerfully motivated to compulsively seek out repeated 
electric shocks in the same way one would be powerfully motivated to consume 
sugar or cocaine.

Yet our studies in the laboratory have shown it is possible to induce ‘want-
ing for what hurts you’ (Warlow et al., 2020). By giving painless laser-induced 
stimulations of the amygdala that recruits mesolimbic incentive circuitry, appro-
priately timed to activate and assign incentive salience to a paired painful target, 
‘irrational miswanting’ can be formed. In this example, high decision utility was 
given to that target, detaching it from the low predicted utility, remembered util-
ity, and experienced utility of the painful outcome. In short, the rat can be made 
to ‘irrationally want’ or ‘want what hurts it’, causing it to voluntarily subject itself 
to a painful outcome repeatedly. Using the same brain stimulation technique 
paired instead with earning sugar, rather than with the painful target, another rat 
can be made into a ‘sugar addict’ that intensely pursues and consumes only sugar 
while ignoring freely available intravenous cocaine. A third rat can be made into 
a ‘cocaine addict’ that pursues cocaine and ignores sugar—all at the whim of the 
experimenter who controls the brain’s assignment of incentive salience by pairing 
the brain stimulation with these respective targets.

The majority of humans, rats, and animals will avoid something they’ve learned 
will deliver pain. To convert that into high decision utility leading to pursuit, our 
laboratory studies used an electrified small ‘shock rod’ as the painful target (War-
low et al., 2020). The rod protruded a few inches into the chamber, which gave 
an electric shock to the paws or snout whenever a rat voluntarily touched it. We 
paired stimulations of the subcortical ‘wanting’ system with voluntary encounters 
in which a rat approached and usually touched the shock rod, resulting in irra-
tional decision utility for the shock rod that led the rat to subject itself to pain. 
To stimulate the amygdala and therefore recruit the subcortical ‘wanting’ system, 
we used optogenetic techniques, in which a laser light is shone painlessly into the 
brain via implanted optic fiber, to excite particular neurons to fire. The amygdala 
neurons respond to light, due to photoreceptor molecules that have sprouted 
on their outer membrane because a droplet of virus solution, containing a gene 
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for the photoreceptor molecule, was previously microinjected into the amygdala 
when the rats were surgically anesthetized a few weeks earlier.

Several seconds of laser activation of the amygdala were paired repeatedly with 
encounters with the shock-delivering rod, each time the rats approached and 
touched it. After a few pairings, rats began to compulsively approach and touch 
the rod, spending most of their time hovering closely over the rod and occa-
sionally even nibbling and chewing the rod, subjecting themselves to multiple 
unnecessary shocks to the mouth and paws (Warlow et al., 2020). This was not 
simply due to diminished experienced utility impact of shock, such as feeling 
less pain. The laser did not seem to reliably reduce pain, instead in other situa-
tions it seemed to increase pain and fear. For example, when the same amygdala 
laser activation was paired with an auditory tone predicting an uncontrollable 
and unlocalizable footshock in a Pavlovian fear learning situation, the amygdala 
activation intensified the fearful freezing conditioned response elicited by the tone, 
as though the shock had become more painful. Similarly, with the ‘irrationally 
miswanted’ shock rod, rats still reliably emitted reflexive brief withdrawals each 
time they touched the shock rod, suggesting that its shock was still perceived as 
painful. In other words, aspects of the situation controlled whether the amygdala 
activation increased incentive desire versus fear. In the Pavlovian fear learning 
situation, shock was unavoidable and inescapable, and was delivered throughout 
the entire floor of the chamber. By contrast, in the shock rod situation, rats could 
control whether they received a shock, which was localized to the shock rod 
object, whereas the rest of the chamber constituted a safe space.

Furthermore, it became clear that rats had an accurate remembered utility 
of the rod as painful, and accurate predicted utility that touching the rod would 
be painful in the future. In fact, the painful memory and prediction that the 
rod would give a shock was essential to the rat’s maladaptive attraction to it. For 
example, the rats never became attracted to a different ‘dummy rod’ that gave no 
shocks, when encounters with the dummy rod were paired with similar amygdala 
activations. The pain of the shock rod when voluntarily touched, combined with 
the brain activation, was needed together to produce the maladaptive attraction. 
The necessity of that combination was further evident when we stopped deliver-
ing the laser that activated the amygdala. Within minutes, the rats flipped from 
attraction to fear of the rod, avoiding it and defensively kicking bits of cage litter 
toward it just as ordinary rats did who had never had amygdala activation.

Further psychological analysis indicated that high incentive salience of cues 
mediated the maladaptive attraction (Warlow et al., 2020). The rod object itself 
became an irresistibly attractive cue due to amygdala pairings, and other cues 
associated with its shock also were made similarly and abnormally attractive. For 
example, another cue was a distinct auditory sound (either a pure-frequency tone 
or a mixed-frequency white noise; counterbalanced), which had been heard every 
time the rats approached their rod and received amygdala stimulation and elec-
tric shock. This sound became a Pavlovian CS+ for the electric shock associated 
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with shock rod encounters, a sound which normal rats would never wish to hear. 
However, the amygdala-stimulated rats attracted to the rod did want to hear their 
shock-predicting CS+ sound: they learned to poke their noses into a hole in 
order to hear brief presentations of the CS+ sound and worked hard to hear their 
pain-paired sound many times in a session (i.e., instrumental conditioned rein-
forcement). This illustrates that the pain-related sound cue had become imbued 
with abnormally high incentive value.

Subsequent brain analyses of neural activation traces revealed that the laser-
stimulation recruited neural activation in mesolimbic ‘wanting’ systems at the 
moment when rats were attracted to their shock rod, providing an explanation 
that incentive salience underlay their maladaptive attraction and ‘irrational mis-
wanting’ (i.e., elevated Fos expression in recently activated neurons) (Warlow 
et  al., 2020). This laboratory result provides evidence that extreme ‘irrational 
miswanting’, even for a painfully unpleasant outcome, can be generated when 
decision utility becomes hijacked by mesolimbic brain systems, even when the 
remembered utility and predicted utility are accurately known to be a negative 
outcome that delivers only pain as experienced utility.

Similar compulsive ‘wanting’ can be turned to other objects, depending on 
what the experimenter pairs with amygdala stimulation. For example, pair-
ing laser stimulation with a sugar reward, when rats were given the choice 
between earning sugar or intravenous cocaine rewards, caused rats to become 
‘sugar addicts’, intensely pursuing and consuming only sugar, while ignoring the 
cocaine. Alternatively, when other rats given the same choice had their amygdala 
activation paired with earning cocaine and not sugar, those rats became ‘cocaine 
addicts’ which intensely pursued and consumed only cocaine, while ignoring 
sugar. Those cocaine-laser rats also began to bite and nibble the inedible metal 
cues associated with the cocaine, such as the instrumental nose-poke porthole or 
lever they had to manipulate to earn a cocaine infusion, which had been paired 
with amygdala activation (Warlow, Robinson, & Berridge, 2017).

We suggest that these extreme laboratory examples of ‘irrational miswanting’ 
arise because of the attribution of incentive salience to cues for the stimulation-
paired target, even the shock rod, thus selectively driving up its decision utility. 
Incentive salience attributed to cues causes them to become motivational magnets, 
thereby eliciting intense and narrowly focused incentive motivation to pursue that 
target, at the expense of other alternative targets and even despite deleterious con-
sequences. Our laboratory results suggest that extreme incentive salience, mediated 
by brain mesocorticolimbic systems, can produce such distortions of decision utility 
without needing to change predicted or experienced utility of an adverse outcome.

Conclusion and Implications in Extreme Aggression

Does incentive salience and the induction of extreme ‘irrational wanting’ have 
implications for understanding extreme motives in humans, such as motivated acts 
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of aggression? That is a question we must leave for social psychologists to answer 
conclusively, as we can only discuss it as a theoretical possibility. Still, the mala-
daptive ‘wanting’ described previously does bear similarities to human extreme 
behavior, which has been defined psychologically as ‘a motivational imbalance 
in which one need rises in saliency and magnitude to the point of dominating 
and “crowding out” other basic needs’ (Kruglanski et al., 2019). What we have 
done here is to show how extreme incentive salience or ‘irrational miswanting’ 
can create a narrowly focused addictive-type motivation, for example, causing a 
rat to even ‘want what hurts’ it. In humans, we suggest that incentive sensitization 
in addicts causes similar excessive incentive salience that can produce recurrent 
relapse, as in the case of an addict who wants to quit but cannot maintain absti-
nence despite knowing the negative consequences. These cases can arise through 
a selective distortion of raising decision utility, even if predicted utility, experi-
enced utility, and remembered utility all remain low. Although many extreme 
behaviors may be entirely ‘rational’ in the sense that the outcome carries high 
predicted utility for the individual (Kruglanski et al., 2019), it may still be that 
high predicted utility is not always necessary for extreme behavior to occur, if 
mediated by high decision utility via mesocorticolimbic incentive salience mech-
anisms described here. If so, an individual may ‘want’ to perform an extreme 
behavior that lacks high predicted utility, even one with aversive consequences, 
leading to ‘irrational miswanting’. Such seemingly irrational choices are caused 
by mesolimbic dopamine systems involving the nucleus accumbens, recruited 
by amygdala-related systems, as parts of a larger mesocorticolimbic circuitry that 
assigns incentive salience to particular targets.

In principle, it is conceivable that extreme ‘wanting’ could contribute in some 
cases to extreme behaviors such as intense violence and aggression. There is evi-
dence from animal studies that acts of aggression can become appetitive or guided 
by positively valenced incentive motivation processes (Golden, Aleyasin et  al., 
2017; Golden, Heins et al., 2017). Aggressive acts may even take on addictive-
like features for some individuals, such as being prone to relapse for aggression-
seeking even when facing aversive consequences (Golden, Heins et  al., 2017; 
Golden, Jin, & Shaham, 2019; Fish, De Bold, & Miczek, 2002). Furthermore, 
the mesolimbic dopamine system is integral to appetitive aggression in animals 
(Golden, Jin, Heins et  al., 2019), and increases in nucleus accumbens volume 
and connectivity have been related to chronic aggression (Schiffer et al., 2011). 
Therefore, aggressive behaviors may be driven at least in part through this mes-
olimbic ‘wanting’ system.

In certain cases of human repeat-violent offenders, previously neutral cues 
may become more salient and lead to continued aggressive behavior. For example, 
males identified as highly aggressive and chronically violent men show increased 
amygdala reactivity to angry and even neutral facial cues (Coccaro, McClos-
key, Fitzgerald, & Phan, 2007; Pawliczek et al., 2013; Pardini & Phillips, 2010) 
and this is linked to higher impulsivity (Pawliczek et  al., 2013). Furthermore, 
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provoking violent offenders cause hyper-reactivity in both the nucleus accumbens 
and amygdala, which coincides with increased aggressive behavior (da Cunha-
Bang et al., 2017). Therefore, it is possible that especially salient cues may elicit 
and magnify aggressive behaviors, at least in some individuals (da Cunha-Bang, 
Fisher, Hjordt, Holst,  & Knudsen, 2019). If incentive salience as mesolimbic 
‘wanting’ contributed to the attractiveness of extreme behaviors in such cases, it 
is conceivable that such cue reactivity may engage violent acts via high decision 
utility, even in situations where the individual knows the acts will lead to undesir-
able outcomes that are contrary to the individual’s cognitive goals (low predicted 
utility). This could cause extreme behavior through a narrowing of focus on one 
motivational goal over other potential deterrents via incentive salience mecha-
nisms (Kruglanski et al., 2019).

It is of course difficult to know whether individuals actually are ever motivated 
to ‘want’ to continue violent behaviors, without feeling pleasure or ‘liking’ for the 
outcome nor expecting it to achieve a goal. It is not our purpose to assert so here. 
We simply raise the theoretical possibility and offer descriptions of how extreme 
‘wanting’ works, together with explanation of how it may be generated by under-
lying mesocorticolimbic neural circuits, which might contribute to a motivational 
imbalance leading to extreme behaviors (Kruglanski, Jasko, Chernikova, Dugas, & 
Webber, 2017; Kruglanski et al., 2019). If so, understanding how extreme ‘want-
ing’ can become ‘irrational miswanting’ may be helpful to providing better treat-
ments and interventions to manage pathologically extreme behaviors.
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